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Meeting location - Corinthia Palace Hotel, Balzan, Malta

DRAFT AGENDA

From 8:30 Registration
9:00-9:30 Welcome by Maltese Presidency
9:30-9:45 Structure of PLA and presentation of responses to country questionnaires, European Commission
9:45—10:00 Introductory tour de table
Participants introduce themselves and outline expectations
10:00-10:30 Modernising teaching and learning, European Competence Framework for Organisations and examples from HE in Ireland, Jim Devine, former President of the Institute of Art Design and Technology Dun Laoghaire
10:30-10:45 Coffee and tea available
10:45-12:30 Government policies and strategies
Caroline Surmann | DE: German Forum for Higher Education in the Digital Age - a best practice stakeholder initiative
Berit Johnson; Jon Lanestedt | NO: Digitalisation and quality in higher education. Examples of national initiatives
Agnieszka Czembrowska | PL: The state of play of digital education in Poland. How do we encourage making full use of state-of-the-art teaching methods?
Danijela Scepanovic; Ugljesa Marjanovic | RS: Digital Competence Framework - The Digital Age Teacher
12:30-13:30 Lunch
13:30-14:15 Learning from cross-border projects
Agnese Rusakova | LV: the EFFECT Project - what’s in on digital learning?
Airina Volungeviciene | EDEN: D-TRANSFORM - Changing Teacher Roles and Challenges They Face. European project approach
14.15 - 16.00 Strategies from Higher education institutions
Sandra Kucina Softic | HR (University of Zagreb): From good strategy to successful implementation of e-learning - view from an E-learning Centre
Maria Stenalt | DK (Aarhus University): Becoming a lawyer demands hard work from students - Implementation of blended learning in an undergraduate law programme at Aarhus University

Susanna Niinistö-Sivuranta | FI: eCampus – Inspiring, flexible and available

Tobe Bayens; Noel Vercruysse | BE/FR: The use of open education and blended learning in professional higher education

16:00-16:15 Coffee and tea available
16:15-17:00 Break-out sessions to develop conclusions/key messages
17:00-18:00 Discussion of conclusions/key messages in plenary and close

The Maltese Presidency Conference on digital education will take place 19-20 January at the same venue. All PLA participants are invited to attend the conference.